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ABSTRACT: This paper brings together feminist historical geography with historical
ecology as a means to integrate “gender” as a category of analysis when conducting
historical ecological reconstructions. Northern Ontario’s ecological past can be
discovered in the vast natural history collections housed in museums across North
America and the United Kingdom. Natural history specimens reveal important
scientific information about past habitats, climates, and ranges and distributions of
species. However, while such cumulative data have been crucial to works in historical
ecological reconstructions, the ways in which such gendered knowledge has been
produced and circulated remains under studied. In 1927, Swedish immigrant Louise de
Kiriline Lawrence (1894-1992) settled on Pimisi Bay, Ontario, and became an authority
on the breeding behaviours and ranges of several northern Ontario bird species.
Material remnants of her contributions exist as records, bird skins, and nests in the
Canadian Museum of Nature in Ottawa and the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto,
as well as in professional ornithological publications. As this paper demonstrates, de
Kiriline Lawrence gained authority in “the field” through the domestic sphere of her
“Loghouse Nest” home. Her expertise included the breeding behaviours of birds,
such as courtship, nesting habits, and rearing of the young, areas deemed suitable for
women in the first half of the twentieth century. De Kiriline Lawrence’s natural history
specimens, therefore, can also be conceptualized as cultural artefacts reflective of
gendered situated knowledges, an important consideration when engaging in critical
historical ecological reconstructions of past environments.
Introduction

T

his paper brings together feminist historical geography with historical ecology as a means
to integrate “gender” as a category of analysis when conducting historical ecological
reconstructions using natural history specimens. Currently, there are thousands of
faunal specimens housed in museums across the globe. Zoological records and collections are
important sources of data in climate change research as well as conservation and restoration
ecology, especially when coupled with collectors’ field journals, labels, sketches, photographs,
and publications.1 Historical zoological specimens are valuable primary sources for analyzing
environmental change over time in different times and places, and for reconstructing past faunal
habitats.2 As a result, many natural scientists advocate for increased partnerships with natural
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history museums to unlock “the collections vault” for increased research on how the biota has
responded to ongoing anthropogenic climate change.3
Historical ecology has been defined as an interdisciplinary research program “concerned
with the interactions through time between societies and environments and the consequences
of these interactions for understanding the formation of contemporary and past cultures and
landscapes.”4 Many scholars working in historical ecology rely on historical faunal specimens and
records to determine breeding ranges and distribution of bird species for wildlife management
and conservation efforts, historic animal populations for restoration projects, and the impact of
human-animal interactions in the past such as the effect of urbanization on nesting patterns).5
Long-term datasets created through specimens, photographs, and records provide long-term
ecological data for ecologists interested in studying the impacts of humans on sensitive ecosystems
such as coastal habitats.6
While projects like these are able to recover ecological pasts from a scientific perspective,
what is missing is a critical understanding of how faunal specimens, maps, photographic
illustrations, and aerial photographs, have been entangled in systems of knowledge and power.7
Many specimens in museums across North America and Europe reflect histories of colonial
expeditions, settler settlement, and resource extraction. Here, questions center on issues of
situated knowledges (e.g. the role of gender) and what fieldwork practices were involved in
producing and circulating scientific authority? Whose knowledges were privileged and whose
were ignored or erased? As feminist historical geographers have emphasized, the production
of scientific knowledge reflected not just simple representations of reality but were entangled in
systems of knowledge and power associated with gender in varying places and times.
Feminist historical geographers and their scholarly allies have been at the forefront of
thinking about the role of positionality or “situated knowledges” in the production of geographical
knowledge in the past.8 Donna Haraway, a feminist scholar of science studies, was one of the first
to challenge the realist approach prevalent in the natural sciences by stating that knowledge is
situated in the scientists’ own circumstances and “the themes of race, sexuality, gender, nation,
family, and class have been written into the body of nature in western life sciences since the
eighteenth-century.”9 By focusing on scientific practice and scientific theories as culturally
situated, Haraway states, “science is not innocent.”10
As feminist historical geographer, Karen Morin, has stated, “Authority or credibility
gained by being an embodied producer of knowledge, ‘on the spot’ and otherwise, depends on
what kind of body is on that spot, and it certainly does not apply to all bodies in the same way.”11
Morin’s critique demonstrates the link between gender and authority in scientific fieldwork, as
well as the gendering of “the geographic tradition” by re-inserting women in the formation of
the discipline through travel-writing, botanizing, and teaching.12 Missing from these works is an
examination of the contributions of women in the production of faunal zoogeographies as part of
histories of geography.13
The following paper addresses this issue by examining the ornithological specimens
(skins, nests) of Swedish-Canadian Louise de Kiriline Lawrence (1894-1992) when she conducted
her bird studies in Northern Ontario ca.1930-1960 (Figure 1). In 1927, de Kiriline Lawrence
settled on Pimisi Bay, Ontario, and became a leading authority on the breeding behaviours and
ranges of several Northern Ontario bird species during a time when men dominated the field of
ornithology. Her bird skins, nests, and findings were archived at the Royal Ontario Museum in
Toronto and the Canadian Museum of Nature in Ottawa. De Kiriline Lawrence would eventually
publish many highly regarded scientific papers and was the first Canadian woman to become an
Elective Member of the American Ornithologists Union.
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Figure 1: Louise de Kiriline Lawrence’s Red Crossbill Specimens housed at the Canadian Museum of
Nature, Ottawa, Canada (photo courtesy of Sonje Bols).

As this paper demonstrates, the Swedish immigrant, de Kiriline Lawrence, gained
authority in “the field” as a result of her positionality as a white, privileged amateur field
ornithologist observing, banding, and collecting birds in her “backyard sanctuary,” where she
became an expert on the breeding behaviours of birds—such as courting nuptials, nesting habits,
and rearing the young.. Therefore, her bird specimens, nests, and records provide valuable
insight into how gender shaped the production of scientific knowledge in the peripheral region
of Northern Ontario.14
Northern Ontario’s Natural Heritage
Traces of Northern Ontario’s natural heritage are found in museums across North America
and the United Kingdom. Information on these specimens are available online using VertNet ,
a NSF-funded collaborative project that makes biodiversity data free and available on the web.15
Partnering with the Royal Ontario Museum, this paper builds on current research into the
gendered situatedness of cultures of science in northern Ontario through specimens in the early
to mid-twentieth century. From an ecological standpoint, the project fills important gaps in the
histories of species at risk under the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
(COSEWIC), an organization that produces reports on avian species at risk in the country. Most
of the data collected focuses heavily on the Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) and Breeding Bird Atlases
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Table 1. All birds collected in Northern Ontario pre 1900-1969, and location of collections. A summary of the Northern Ontario Bird records pre-1970s within the VertNet database. For some reason the
database does not include specimens from the Carnegie Museum, The Cleveland Museum of Natural
History, and the Canadian Museum of Nature (Ottawa, ON) even though these museums house bird skins
from northern Ontario. Records visualized in Figure 2 (below).
Total Aves Records: 11,196
Sex
Male
5814

Female
3709

Unknown/Unsure
1673

Rights Holders
ROM Royal Ontario Museum
Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum
Yale Peabody Museum Natural History
Unspecified

10950
2
10
234
Institutes

Code

Institute Name

# Aves Records

CAS
DMNH
DMNS

(not given)
Delaware Museum of Natural History
Denver Museum of Nature and Science

3
61
4

KU
LACM
MVZ
NYSM

University of Kansas Natural History Museum
Los Angeles County Museum
Museum Vertebrate Zoology
New York State Museum

40
6
20
15

OMNH

Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum Natural History

2

PSM
QM
ROM
SBMNH
UF
UMMZ
UWBM
WFVS
YPM

Slater Museum Natural History, U Puget Sound
(not given)
Royal Ontario Museum
Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History
Florida Museum of Natural History
University of Michigan Museum Zoology
University Washington Burke Museum
Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology
Yale Peabody Museum Natural History

8
1
10950
2
7
53
1
13
10
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Figure 2. The cut-off for Northern Ontario includes the census districts of Parry Sound and Nipissing,
as found to be the standardized cut-off in Northern Ontario maps. Note that one point may have several
records associated with that exact location, due to the georeferencing techniques employed by the GIS
technician who assigned the coordinates. (Megan Prescott, GIS Technician for the CRC in Global Environmental Histories and Geographies.)

to demonstrate bird species declines and habitat needs—datasets that date back only to the 1970s,
at the earliest, and often leave out historical specimens from even earlier (Table 1, Figure 2).16
Researching the biographies of specimens is at the forefront of this project, linking animals
to places, peoples, landscapes, institutions, and scientific concepts as well as to the histories of
colonial settlement, natural resource extraction, transportation infrastructure, and the tourism
industry in the opening up of northern Ontario for southern metropolitan development (e.g.
Toronto, Pittsburgh).17 Many of these early twentieth-century bird collections are associated with
collecting expeditions such as those connected with the Carnegie Museum of Natural History
(Pittsburgh, PA), the Cleveland Museum of Natural History (Cleveland, OH), the Delaware
Museum of Natural History (Wilmington, DE), the Smithsonian Institute (Washington, D.C.), and
the Royal Ontario Museum (Toronto, ON), and were used to define breeding ranges of North
American birds. The Royal Ontario Museum, for example, actively engaged in the formal study
of northern Ontario’s birds through scientific expeditions, surveys, and biology research stations
starting in the 1920s. Northern Ontario presented a gap in the knowledge of bird distribution.
Before these ROM surveys there were only scattered notes of the region’s birds and very few birds
collected, with the interesting exception of far northern Ontario due to the efforts of the Hudson’s
Bay Company.18
Using de Kiriline Lawrence’s specimens (bird skins, nests, eggs), correspondence, and
publications, our paper highlights the intersection of gender, class, and race in the production
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Figure 3. Bird records within townships along Mattawa River, including those of Lousie de Kiriline
Lawrence collected around Pimisi Bay, Calvin Township, now housed at the Royal Ontario Museum
(Toronto) and the Canadian Museum of Nature (Ottawa).

of historical environmental knowledge of Ontario’s peripheral regions (Figure 4). Canada’s
“middle north” has been intimately tied to settler colonialism abd northern natural resources
extraction to southern markets via railways and roads, wilderness tourism, and settlement, all
of which contributed to the dispossession of Indigenous peoples, deforestation, and ecological
imperialism.19 De Kiriline Lawrence’s bird-banding work contributed significantly to the
understanding of the breeding ranges of North American birds within the Boreal–Hardwood
Transition region in Ontario’s “middle north” (Figure 3).
This paper therefore builds on previous work, “Traps and Treasures: Methodological
issues in using eye-witness narratives for historical ecological reconstructions,” with feminist
historical geographer, Jeanne Kay Guelke.20 In 1991, Guelke, then a professor in the Department
of Geography at the University of Nebraska, published, “Landscapes of Women and Men:
Rethinking the regional historical geography of the United States and Canada,” for the Journal
of Historical Geography. Her paper challenged the “male orientation and near-absence of material
on women [First Nations women, European immigrants] in North American regional historical
geography,” citing canons such as Donald Meinig’s The Shaping of Atlantic America and Andrew
Hill Clark’s Acadia.21 Kay Guelke challenged historical geographers to think about scale (i.e. global,
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national, regional, home), and examine individual lives rather than focusing solely on large-scale
communities, regions, and nations, which tended to lead to generalizations about gender in the
“familiar broad-brush images of the ‘forging of Canada’” and “‘the shaping of North America’.”22
As historians of gender of Canada’s “provincial norths” have demonstrated, northern regions
have been historically constituted and contested through the voices of marginalized groups such
as First Nations women and immigrant women such as de Kiriline Lawrence.23
A Swedish settler in Northern Ontario
Louise de Kiriline Lawrence (née Louise Vendela Augusta Jana Flach) was born in
Svensksund, Sweden, on 30 January 1894, and was the eldest daughter of Hillevid Neergaard and
Sixten Flach. Her childhood home, “Villa on the Hill,” two hours south of Stockholm, overlooked
“the elongated fjord of Bråviken” that cut deeply into the southern Baltic coastline of Sweden.24
De Kiriline Lawrence came from an aristocratic family with connections to both the Danish and
Swedish nobility, and she spent her early years in the great houses of Denmark and Sweden.
Her namesake and godmother was Princess Louise of Denmark, a dear friend of de Kiriline
Lawrence’s mother.25 In 1914, de Kiriline Lawrence was officially introduced into society in the
court of King Gustav V of Sweden.26
As part of her privileged upbringing, de Kiriline Lawrence was privately educated and
took many excursions with her father, who was himself a naturalist and hunter. Visitors to the
Flach estate included other well-known Swedish naturalists, including Bruno Liljefors, a leading
European naturalist-painter. Liljefors was fascinated by the patterns to be found in nature, and he
often made art out of the camouflage patterns of animals, especially birds.
After a long and tumultuous career as a Red Cross nurse in post-WW1 and Revolutionary
Russia, de Kiriline Lawrence immigrated to Canada after losing her first husband, Gleb de Kiriline,
an officer in the Russian White Army. It was 1927; de Kiriline Lawrence was in her thirties and
ready to initiate a more peaceful chapter of her life, settling in North Bay, Nipissing District, in
what considered part of the hinterland of “New Ontario.” There she nursed the small (and often
poor) communities around her, including Corbeil where the famous Dionne Quintuplets were
born in 1934. De Kiriline Lawrence left the Quints’ nursery in 1935, apparently in bad spirits and
with a soured relationship with the Dionnes. She was uncomfortable with the publicity she and
the babies were receiving. It was after this experience that she retired from nursing and moved
to a modest log home she had built on Pimisi Bay, near Rutherglen in northern Ontario. In 1939
Louise married a carpenter Leonard (Len) Lawrence. They settled into a small log cabin built
on six acres of land overlooking Pimisi Lake, a small body of water just east of the hamlet of
Rutherglen along the Mattawa River.27
De Kiriline Lawrence settled in northern Ontario during a time when the Canadian
government placed tight restrictions on immigration policies based on racial hierarchies. In the
Immigration Act of 1901, the Dominion of Canada omitted mostly “immigrants belonging to any
race deemed unsuitable to the climate or requirements of Canada,” meaning anyone of colour
from the tropical regions of the Caribbean and Southeast Asia. In addition, the Empire Settlement
Act of 1922 intimately tied Canadian immigration to racism, mental hygiene, and eugenics. De
Kiriline Lawrence’s Nordic heritage made her an ideal immigrant to Canada when Scandinavians
were deemed just below the British in racial hierarchies of whiteness.28
A surprisingly substantial portion of Swedish immigrants who settled in Ontario did
so in Northern Ontario. In 1931, more than half of Ontario’s 4,708 Swedish-born had located
to Northwestern Ontario with another twenty-three percent in Northeastern Ontario—nearly
identical to the percentage of Swedes in Toronto. Here, they made their livelihood in industries
such as resource extraction, logging, railway work and farming.29 Some Swedes came to Northern
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Figure 4: Nipissing University’s MES/MESc graduate students at the original Loghouse Nest, Rutherglen, Ontario, as part of Kirsten Greer’s graduate course on Critical Historical and Physical Geographies
(February 2014).

Ontario after losing their jobs in the forestry business. The closing of a sawmill in Ljusne in 1905
resulted in 50 Swedes emigrating to Haileybury and North Cobalt to work on the construction of
the Ontario Northland Railway or else to mine silver. Many Swedes came to Northern Ontario
through the construction of railway lines in the early 1900s. Between 1909 and 1921, many left
the province of Skåne as a result of major strikes there and moved to Canada where they worked
along the northern portion of the Canadian National Railway line between Sioux Lookout and
Hearst. This area eventually became host to Canada’s largest Swedish community. Similarly, an
earlier group worked for the CPR between White River and Chapleau and continued to immigrate
to the area into the 1920s.30
The site of her Loghouse Nest (Figure 4) was situated along Highway 17 (also known as
the Trans-Canada Highway) that connected Montreal to Sault Ste. Marie in 1923.31 The highway
served as another transportation infrastructure project to open up northern Ontario for resource
extraction. According to her, “the west and south shores of Pimisi Bay lies the nucleus portion
of our territory. The Trans-Canada highway, carried across the south end of the lake on a high
causeway, cuts through the land and divides it into two sections.”32 She described the landscape
as “extremely rough with outcroppings of pre-Cambrian rock formations,” with second growth
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forest that had been impacted by fires but also the complete destruction of “the virgin forest by
lumbering activities.”33
By the time de Kiriline Lawrence settled in the Mattawa region, the area had already
become attractive to prospective farmers as well as the lumber industry, which at that time
was expanding its search for large white pines along the Ottawa and Mattawa Rivers. Logging
continued to be a major industry in the area, with acres of trees being locally felled throughout the
mid-nineteenth century to the early-twentieth century. Many local lumber mills were in operation,
some, including that of J. B. Smith in nearby Callander, until well-into the 1960s. Railways were
built to transport this lumber to world markets. The Central Canada Railway, intended to connect
Pembroke to Parry Sound, was built as far west as Bonfield (then known as Callander Station)
before being merged with the new Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) in 1881. It was soon after
decided that the railway would be built not south of Lake Nipissing but north to what would
later become the town of North Bay.34
Despite these forestry activities, she still viewed the region as the “unspoiled soil, the
life-giving space, and the fresh winds that promote spontaneous growth” that she sought.35
She described Pimisi Bay as “the lonesome uninhabited country of the northwest end of
the Laurentian range … to the Ottawa River.”36 The absence of First Nations peoples in her
narrative is unsurprising considering the Swedes engaged in colonial practices with the Sámi
peoples in northern Scandinavia with the opening of northern hinterlands for mining, forestry,
and hydropower.37 The land of de Kiriline Lawrence ’s loghouse nest was originally part of the
Williams Treaties of 1923, which included a very large tract lying between Lake Huron and the
Ottawa River bounded on the north by the Mattawa River-Lake Nipissing and French Line and
on the south by earlier treaties concluded in 1818 and 1819.38 The Williams Treaties involved a
treaty agreement with two distinct groups of First Nations—the Mississauga First Nations of Rice
Lake, Mud Lake, Scugog Lake, and Alderville and the Chippewa First Nations of Christian Island,
Georgina Island, and Rama. However, it excluded the Algonquin people who have occupied
the watershed since time immemorial.39 According to the geographer Jocelyn Thorpe, defining
northern Ontario as untouched “wilderness” and “nature” helped to erase Indigenous presence
in the region for colonial settlement and resource extraction.40
Her “Backyard Sanctuary”
De Kiriline Lawrence became increasingly curious about the wildlife—particularly the
birds—around her Loghouse Nest, rediscovering a childhood love of nature. Wanting to know
more about the behavior and characteristics of her backyard birds, de Kiriline Lawrence consulted
a book by one P. A. Taverner, Birds of Canada (1934). She enjoyed the species accounts so much, she
wrote to the author expressing her admiration for his writing. Not expecting a reply, de Kiriline
Lawrence was thrilled when Taverner wrote to her, thanking her for her kind words. A regular
correspondence began between the two, and Taverner became a mentor of sorts for the budding
naturalist, encouraging her to write down her observations.41 De Kiriline Lawrence wrote to
Taverner describing her excitement over his book, which she described as “a tale of fascination
and vividness.”42 The two developed a friendship and she adopted a “new role of serious nature
student,” taking in every sight and sound of the birds near her new home.
Taverner was Dominion Ornithologist at the National Museum of Natural Sciences in
Ottawa (1912-1942), and an important figure in shaping public perceptions of birds as well as
scientific field practices during a time when Canada made efforts to conserve birdlife.43 He built
up a national collection of birds by establishing a network of amateur ornithologists. With the
help of other naturalist mentors, along with her undying curiosity, de Kiriline Lawrence soon
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became an expert scientist, writing for reputable ornithological and natural history magazines
as Audubon, The Auk and The Canadian Field-Naturalist on a variety of natural history topics, but
usually concerning bird nesting behavior. Throughout her writings her dedication to observation
is apparent: tolerating hordes of biting flies while watching a Eastern Whip-poor-will nest, placing
herself in the woods a few hours before dawn to count the exact number of songs emitted by a
Red-eyed Vireo for an entire day (more than 22,000), following birds for hours to find their nests,
and countless other examples. De Kiriline Lawrence’s bird specimens and nests are now housed
in the Canadian Museum of Nature in Ottawa and the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto.
As historians of science have demonstrated, North American women entered the field
of ornithology at this time through “non-threatening” activities such as painting, describing,
protecting, and popularizing birds rather than as professional scientists embedded in universities
and scientific institutions such as museums and government agencies.44 De Kiriline Lawrence
was considered an excellent observer and spent hours in the field near her home at Pimisi Bay
observing wildlife. Over the years, Taverner encouraged de Kiriline Lawrence not only with his
letters but also with gifts of books and bird seed. The books, including Wings at my Window by
Ada Clapham Govan (1940), added to her knowledge while the bird seed attracted more birds
and allowed de Kiriline Lawrence to tame a few chickadees by encouraging them to eat the seed
out of her hands. Her first natural history book, The Loghouse Nest (1945), details her encounters
with and observations of Peet, a tame chickadee that nested close to her home. Her intimate
connection with birds such as Peet provided “so many feelings of pure happiness and enjoyment
recognized and shared, so many new possibilities to make my bird world limitless with fresh
scope and visions.”45
De Kiriline Lawrence’s approach to birds followed Ada Govan’s Wings at My Window, a
popular book among North American middle-class women interested in birdlife.46 Govan, who
was unable to leave her home due to illness, wrote the book to highlight the daily bird sightings
of the natural woodland adjacent from her house. Described as her “backyard sanctuary” (e.g.
Woodland Bird Sanctuary), she pursued gender defined activities such as nest watching, which
centered on the household. Male colleagues deemed women as experts that could rely on the
maternal instinct as a source of authority on breeding behaviours.47 In June 1942, de Kiriline
Lawrence exclaimed, “…to me this is a sanctuary now, for birds live here with me and I live
with them.”48 De Kiriline Lawrence regularly observed birds alongside her domestic duties, for
instance, “making pies” while following an “olive-backed thrush” looking for food.49
De Kiriline Lawrence’s cabin provided her with an intimate site to record, band, and collect
a variety of bird species “day to day” over a long period of time.50 She viewed her new abode on
the Canadian Shield as “an unspoiled, tranquil spot and living in harmony with nature.”51 The
loghouse nest or “home” became a central site of science, where she set up a banding station
in the 1940s. “The Mattawa River is born from the overflow of Trout Lake, twenty miles west
of Pimisi Bay. Passing through a number of smaller lakes, it gathers on the way a considerable
volume of water, which pours in a thundering fall over the lip of Lake Talon.”52 Taverner once
noted that she “must be beautifully situated for enjoying birds, – except for the black flies.”53
From this vantage point, she kept detailed notes and would write to Taverner, asking
him what certain behaviors meant. His replies were always encouraging and informative. When
asked what more she could do to contribute to the ornithological field, Taverner encouraged
her to obtain a banding license. With his help, she eventually did in 1942. At that time, she had
the most northerly banding station in Ontario. Often her activities centered on nest watching,
a subject area deemed appropriate for amateur women birdwatchers that could rely on the
“maternal instinct” as a source of authority on breeding behaviours. Over the next seventeen
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years de Kiriline Lawrence would band 2,628 birds of 50 species, many of which would return
year after year, providing her the opportunity to study and know them intimately (Figure 4).
For de Kiriline Lawrence, observing the birds around her little log home in the Northern
Ontario bush brought her a sense of bliss and banished the loneliness brought on by the absence of
her husband during the Second World War. In the winter of 1941, de Kiriline Lawrence excitedly
described to Taverner a Northern Cardinal that regularly visited her feeder. She ended the letter
with “Blessed be these birds! Without them it is quite impossible to feel one instant of loneliness
or boredom.” The red bird attracted many to her cabin, including a local French-Canadian trapper
who stopped by to say: “Ah, mais ça c’est porte bonheur!”54
Excited that the Cardinal was still being seen near her home, de Kiriline Lawrence wrote
in February of 1942: “It is incredible that just a red bird could so brighten each [and?] every day.
I find myself unable to see all destruction and ugliness and brutality, and courage and faith seem
as natural garments for the mind as a sweater for when it is cold.”55 Her early descriptions of the
birds seen around her home are largely anthropomorphic, yet demonstrate her skill as a keen
detailed observer. She described the Black-capped Chickadees she saw regularly:
Now there is Joe, always black in the face from the ash pile, and Peet, thin and
terribly indifferent to neatness in dress, with the air of a delicious gamin and
always in the morning with a crooked tail that must have been crushed in the
tightest corner of the Chickadee dormitory, and Hesitant Mary. Yes, she must be
a she, for she is fat and sleek and with a definite feminine look in the brightest of
eyes.56
In later letters, she described American Crows as “horrible merciless marauders” for robbing the
nest of a Blue Jay pair. She said of the event: “I thought of the conquered peoples, of ourselves,
the war, the difference is not great. And the purpose – just to live.”57
Yet, her descriptions of plumage illustrate an attention to detail. As she described a
Pileated Woodpecker:
Apart from the crest, his head and neck had broad stripes of white and black that
followed the graceful lines of his head down to the shoulders like one great zig
and arranged so that there were two white stripes with a black one in the middle.
His back and shoulders were coal black and on the left wing shoulder the feathers
were ruffled into a soft tuft. When perched one saw no white on the wings but
when he flew to the nearest Pine, one glimpsed white like a band underneath
them.58
With this new confidence in her writing, de Kiriline Lawrence continued to publish stories
(largely in Farmer’s Magazine) and maintained correspondence with Taverner with questions and
observations. At this time she was illustrating her works, and was writing a bird story that she
would hope to one day make into a book, presumably the aforementioned Loghouse Nest Some
of these observations she wrote into little stories, which she would occasionally send to Taverner
for his opinion.
Taverner also encouraged her to try bird banding, and told her where to obtain more
information and bands. After obtaining her license from Hoyes Lloyd, Canada’s first Dominion
ornithologist, she trapped a Blue Jay in the autumn of 1942. She replied to Taverner, “What a
marvellous thing you have given me to do! I am thrilled beyond words.”59 As her bird banding
career progressed, de Kiriline Lawrence wrote:
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I am slipping from mere bird catching and recording to a more purposeful birdbanding in which special things, such as plumages, physical condition and so
forth, become things on special observation and note-taking. I am learning the
elementary first rules about proper note-taking too, for that matter, and it is
amazing what wide range of special things to observe open before you, like the
pages of a thick and wonderful book.60
However, de Kiriline Lawrence was quick to challenge Taverner’s gendered perceptions of her
character questioning, “Do you still think me sentimental?”during a time when her husband
served overseas for the war.61 Writing in May 1943, she stated curtly: “No, I have no time for
brooding. Between my duties as bird-bander, official air-craft observer, minkbreeder, writer of
sorts, and housewife I have not time to get bushed.”62 She often took out her frustrations with
“occasional bursts of strong language alternatively in English and in Swedish,” according to how
she was feeling that day.63 She used unabashedly foul language when frustrated with building
bird banding traps for the first time or dealing with the harsh winter weather.
De Kiriline Lawrence also knew how to shoot a gun and used one regularly in the hunting
season to scare away “carloads of hunters.” With this she “succeeded to save many a duck’s life”
with her .303 Savage from her bedroom window.64 She also used the trope of masculine explorer
when likening a new bird to Nordic Acrtic explorer, Roald Amundsen: “[the bird] felt no greater
elation than I at that moment when he discovered the southpole.”65 The backwoods of northern
Ontario allowed her the space to transcend traditional gender norms of her time such a hunting
with a gun, overseeing a mink farm, and living independently in the bush.
Breeding Ranges of Northern Ontario Birds
De Kiriline Lawrence contributed significantly to knowledge of the northern limits of the
breeding ranges of many North American species. The area surrounding her home sits currently
within the Boreal–Hardwood Transition region or Algonquin-Lake Nipissing ecoregion along the
Mattawa River in the Ottawa River watershed. The region is characterized by a humid, high-cool
temperate ecozone and a dominant vegetation of mixed wood forest, including sugar maple,
yellow birch, eastern hemlock, red and eastern white pine, and red oak, all of which was heavily
deforested in the nineteenth century. Animals common to these forests include white-tailed deer,
moose, black bears, wolves, lynx, snowshoe hares, chipmunks, and several North American
breeding birds, such as the Red Crossbill.66
The range of a bird species has been described as “the geographic area or region in
which it is found” and is usually described in terms of political boundaries or major geographic
areas. Thus, a bird’s breeding range can be defined as the geographic area or region in which
a bird breeds and raises its young. Birds, being highly mobile, have access to a wide variety of
environments and often undertake seasonal movements, having entirely separate breeding and
nonbreeding ranges.67
Understanding the range of breeding has been essential to Breeding Bird Atlases, projects
in which states or provinces are divided into squares that are systematically surveyed for breeding
birds. The purpose of these multi-year studies is to document the presence of birds that breed
within a given geographical area, usually a state, province, or county, to compare between years
for indicators of habitat relationships, species distribution, and abundance.68 The data are divided
based on levels of breeding confirmation: observed, possible, probable, and confirmed. These
atlases, repeated at regular intervals, are crucial in understanding breeding bird distribution and
can often reveal population declines or vulnerable species.
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Historically, the concept of “breeding range” can be traced to the late nineteenth century.
The U.S. Biological Survey mapped the distributions of birds and mammals in the 1890s based
on Dr. Clinton Hart Merriam’s “life zone” concept, which involved the summation of avifaunal
distributions with vegetation, climate, and their isotherm relationships of these distributions.69
The concept of “breeding ranges” was intimately tied to early twentieth century game and hunting
practices to manage and reintroduce a game birds to particular areas.70 The study of breeding
ranges later helped to define the “flyway” concept of migratory avifauna that was integral to
wildlife conservation initiatives in North America.71
Early works on the birds of Ontario’s “near North” included Stuart L. Thompson’s “The
Birds of North Bay and Vicinity in 1904,” which was published in The Canadian Field-Naturalist
in 1922. Thompson, a nephew of Ernest Thompson Seton, had documented over eighty species
of birds during the years 1903–04, including a passing note on the Red Crossbill.72 In 1939,
publication based on their ornithological fieldwork at the University of Toronto’s Biology Station
at Frank’s Bay, Lake Nipissing, adding to the ranges of northern Ontario bird species based on
surveys of “local faunas.”73
By the late 1940s, de Kiriline Lawrence published “The Red Crossbill at Pimisi Bay, Ontario”
in the Canadian Field Naturalist, a scientific journal devoted to the natural history of Canada. De
Kiriline Lawrence documented the “winter and nesting grounds” of the small, brightly-coloured
passerine bird based on her meticulous observations of the feeding and breeding behaviour of
this species during the winter of 1947–48 and the spring of 1948 while living on the Canadian
Shield.74 Ornithological contributions (records, bird skins, nests) such as de Kiriline Lawrence’s
Red Crossbills are currently shedding light on changes in historical faunal distributions and
ranges, migration patterns, and habitats.75
De Kiriline Lawrence had the most northerly banding station in Ontario. Writing to
Taverner, de Kiriline Lawrence described how James Baillie of the Royal Ontario Museum had
informed her that “the Mattawa River seems to be [the] northern limit for several species of as their
nesting grounds.”76 Central to de Kiriline Lawrence’s work was the collection and observation
of breeding behaviours and nests such as the birds’ “pre-nuptial activities,” the “sanitation of
the nest,” and the rearing of the young (Figure 5).77 When studying an Evening Grosbeak, she
noted, “The northern coniferous forests and the mixed forest ecotones seem to meet the nesting
requirements,” stating the trees provided “good nest sites in the bushy top branches of the tall
evergreens, a place it seems to favor,” “plenty of insects,” such as spruce budworm.78 The migrant
Grosbeak’s activities at Pimisi Bay occurred during the month of May to July or August.79 De
Kiriline Lawrence’s collections of nests and eggs included the Gray Jay (Perisoreus canadensis),
Black-throated Blue Warbler (Dendroica caerulescens caerulescens), and the American Redstart
(Setophaga ruticilla), all of which were donated to the Dominion Museum in Ottawa.80
Over the course of seventeen years de Kiriline Lawrence would band 2,628 birds of fifty
species, many of which would return year after year, providing her the opportunity to study
and know them intimately. She wrote of her banding experiences: “[b]ird-banding brings to the
bander a dual satisfaction: the sense of contributing in at least a small way to the general store of
knowledge concerning birds, and the more personal satisfaction of watching the birds daily at
close range.” Upon banding both a Red-breasted Grosbeak and a Ruby-throated Hummingbird,
two strikingly-colourful birds, de Kiriline Lawrence wrote: “having beheld these two, I have seen
the eight wonders of the world.”81
Her major contribution to the breeding ranges of birds centered on the Red Crossbill. Red
Crossbills can be found throughout North America, south through Mexico and north to Canada’s
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Figure 5: De Kiriline Lawrence nest specimen housed at the Royal Ontario Museum,
Toronto, Ontario.

boreal forest. They are conifer seed specialists and often wander widely to locate good cone crops.
The unique shape of their crossed bill allows them to pry the scale from the cone so they can
remove the seed with their tongue. Their populations fluctuate with the cone crops.82
De Kiriline Lawrence begins her article on this species by describing the bumper cone crop
near her home, in the fall of 1947: “The trees in the Pimisi Bay stood weighted down with such
huge clusters as I have never seen in the 14 years I have lived here.” She goes on to describe how
quickly these crops were attacked and consumed by the Crossbills and other Winter Finches.83
The article follows with descriptions of the pre-breeding and nesting behavior of the Red
Crossbills she observed around her home (Figure 6). She located and described four nests—no
easy feat as the nests were well-concealed and found between 23–35 feet from the ground! Two of
the nests were soon abandoned and the other two successfully fledged young. Almost eighteen
hours was spent watching one successful nest, but at the other, which was well-hidden and thus
not-easily observed, de Kiriline Lawrence spent “only a little over 8 hours watching.”84
By spending such a great amount of time with the nesting Crossbills, de Kiriline Lawrence
gathered a mass of data on nesting chronology and nesting behaviour. She was able to track the
parents’ attentivity to the nestlings from the ages of one to sixteen days, including frequency
of feedings and time on and off the nest. She also describes many other behaviors including
courtship feeding between the male and female, foraging behavior, and dispersion of the juvenile
birds after nesting.85
Not only are these observations crucial in understanding the behaviour and habitat
requirements of the Red Crossbill, but they also constitute the earliest nest records of this species.
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Figure 6: Red Crossbills (Elaine R. Wilson, www.naturespicsonline.com (higher resolution version obtained in correspondence with website owner), CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.
php?curid=969811)

In the 1981 to 1985 Breeding Bird Atlas of Ontario (BBA), the Red Crossbill is described as breeding
in the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence and southern Boreal Forest regions, corresponding roughly
with the distribution of red and white pines. The BBA has also identified the lack of historical
information concerning the breeding distribution of this species, emphasizing that only five nests
had ever been reported prior to the BBA. Four of them are de Kiriline Lawrence’s, from April,
1948 in Pimisi Bay. The fact that her records comprised the vast majority of historical nesting
locations in Ontario confirms the importance of her observations.
De Kiriline Lawrence also contributed valuable specimens to museum collections in
Ontario. Throughout her career, she collected twenty-five skins from eight species and three nests
from three species, but most of her specimens are Red Crossbills. Of the thirty-two museum
specimen records of Red Crossbills for the Nipissing District, fifteen of them are by Lawrence
(forty-seven percent). Hers is the only nest record. De Kiriline Lawrence tended to collect her
Crossbills in groups: five in late-February to mid-March 1948, five in late-November to midDecember 1950, and six in January of 1951. Many of these were birds killed by vehicles on highway
17 near her home.86
These records have been used to determine the historic breeding distribution of Red
Crossbills, but also to reveal information on the local environment: the cone crops, for example,
and the presence of sub-species. Several subspecies of Red Crossbills have been recognized, all
having different calls and beak and body sizes depending on which conifer seed forms the greatest
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part of their diet. In the 1981 to 1985 BBA it was mentioned that six subspecies of Red Crossbill
exist, with two (L. c. minor and L. c. neogaea) recorded in Ontario. It goes on to say that another
subspecies (L. c. benderei), a Rocky Mountain race “may also have bred in Ontario.”87 However,
de Kiriline Lawrence confirms the presence of this subspecies in the winter of 1948 in Rutherglen,
long before the publication of the first Ontario BBA. De Kiriline Lawrence does not mention this
sub-species in her Crossbill article, so is not known if the identification to sub-species was done
by herself at the time of specimen submission or at a later date by someone else. Nevertheless, her
specimens provide an early record of this sub-species in Ontario.
Of the four L. c. benderei records for the Nipissing district, two are hers and are currently
housed at the Royal Ontario Museum. Red Crossbills can breed at any time of year when sufficient
cone crops exist, therefore, it is likely the birds de Kiriline Lawrence collected were local breeders
because they were collected in the winter of 1948 during the aforementioned excellent local cone
crop.
It is because of naturalists such as de Kiriline Lawrence that such detailed accounts of bird
behaviour—obtained at no easy cost—exist, increasing our understanding of avian communities.
De Kiriline Lawrence’s nest records and specimens submitted to Canadian museums continue
to reveal insights into past species distributions. Resituating de Kiriline Lawrence’s gendered
knowledge in the natural history archive helps us dismantle the “gender blindness” in historical
ecological reconstructions, highlighting the different ways men and women in North America
gained knowledge in the natural sciences in the first half of the twentieth century.88
Conclusions
What insights from feminist historical geography can be garnered to problematize
approaches in historical ecology? This paper examined gender as a category of analysis into some
of the ways birds linked Swedish-Canadian Louise de Kiriline Lawrence to Ontario’s northern
landscape in the early decades of the twentieth century. De Kiriline Lawrence gained authority
in the ornithological field through her life histories and breeding biologies of birds in northern
Ontario. At the beginning of the twentieth century, middle-class respectable women, such as de
Kiriline Lawrence, made ideal observers of the life histories of bird species from their homes,
especially involving the nesting and breeding behaviors of birds. Her Loghouse Nest at Pimisi
Bay provided her with an intimate site to record, band, and collect a variety of bird species over a
long period of time. Gender was central to her authority on the life histories of birds in northern
Ontario, especially on their nesting behaviors, illustrating the continued importance of the role
of feminist historical geography in understanding the history of gender and the natural sciences.
These are important considerations when working with natural history specimens as
primary source materials or “data” of northern Ontario ecological past, which has the potential
to re-inscribe settler-colonialism if not put in their colonial context. As critical scholars have
revealed, the production of maps without understanding settler colonialism is often reflective
of our country’s colonial history.89 Such insights are crucial when engaging in the historical
ecological reconstructions of Ontario’s “middle north” using historical ornithological collections
and records. They also have the power to decolonize and Indigenize dominant narratives of place,
offering counter-narratives as a means to reinsert earlier histories or other ways of knowing,
which have been overlooked, dismissed, or erased. This paper therefore provides an entry point
into opening up discussions and collaborations between natural scientists and humanities-based
scholars when reconstructing historical ecologies within the context of settler colonialism, which
requires further study.
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